
 

After watching the documentary “Hamilton: Building America”, Mark 
each statement as TRUE or FALSE. 

__________	  Hamilton grew up with 2 parents and several siblings.


__________	 Hamilton’s ability to write well helped convinced those in his community to send 		 

	 	 him to America.


__________ 	 One of the reasons Hamilton and George Washington became close was 

	 	 because Washington had no children and Hamilton was lacking a father figure.


__________ 	 Hamilton’s wife was from a poor family.


__________ 	 Hamilton believed state’s rights were more important than a strong national

	 	 government.


__________ 	 The Federalist papers, many of which were written by Hamilton, were not 

	 	 influential in shaping policies.


__________ 	 Hamilton was named the first Secretary of the Treasury.


__________ 	 Hamilton thought the national debt could be a blessing in many ways.


__________ 	 Hamilton felt the national government should not pay individual states’ debts.


__________ 	 Some people thought that by the year 1792, Alexander Hamilton was the 	 	
	 	 second most powerful person in the nation.


__________ 	 Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton agreed on state versus federal 

	             (national) rights.


__________ 	 Hamilton’s enemies said Hamilton thought America should have a king to rule it.


__________ 	 George Washington did not remain allies with Alexander Hamilton after the 	 

	 	 Reynolds scandal.


__________	 Hamilton founded the New York Times newspaper.


__________ 	 Aaron Burr was convicted of murder after Hamilton’s death.




ANSWER KEY 
After watching the documentary “Hamilton: Building America”, Mark 

each statement as TRUE or FALSE. 

(False)	  	 Hamilton grew up with 2 parents and several siblings.


(True)	 	 Hamilton’s ability to write well helped convinced those in his community to send 		 

	 	 him to America.


(True) 	 	 One of the reasons Hamilton and George Washington became close was 

	 	 because Washington had no children and Hamilton was lacking a father figure.


(False)	 	 Hamilton’s wife was from a poor family.


(False) 		 Hamilton believed state’s rights were more important than a strong national

	 	 government.


(False) 		 The Federalist papers, many of which were written by Hamilton, were not 

	 	 influential in shaping policies.


(True) 	 	 Hamilton was named the first Secretary of the Treasury.


(True)	  	 Hamilton thought the national debt could be a blessing in many ways.


(False) 		 Hamilton felt the national government should not pay individual states’ debts.


(True) 	 	 Some people thought that by the year 1792, Alexander Hamilton was the 	 	
	 	 second most powerful person in the nation.


(False) 		 Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton agreed on state versus federal 

	             (national) rights.


(True) 	 	 Hamilton’s enemies said Hamilton thought America should have a king to rule it.


(False)	 	 George Washington did not remain allies with Alexander Hamilton after the 	 

	 	 Reynolds scandal.


(True) 	 	 Hamilton founded the New York Times newspaper.


(False) 		 Aaron Burr was convicted of murder after Hamilton’s death.



